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Dear Educators, Families and Students,
The creation of this list is a heartfelt project.
With the strength of the Black Lives Matter
movement continuing to grow, it is the perfect time
to support our BIPOC children to grow with a sense
of confidence, pride and knowledge of themselves
and the rich history of Art, Science, exploration and
discovery that often has been overlooked.
The criteria for all the books chosen in this list
include a BIPOC protagonist, the experience of self
discovery, self advocacy, realizations on the part of
the main character and/or a joy or celebration of
one’s cultural and ethnic identity.
When choosing a book that is written through an
Anti-racist lens, one must distinguish between an
Anti-racist book and a diverse book. An Anti-racist
book allows a person or character to be viewed in
an equitable light, to overcome challenges with the
attached feeling of self discovery. A diverse book
often simply contains a BIPOC character.
We hope this list is one that is not only
supportive, but full of books that provide insight
and inspire curiosity!

Picture
Books for
Pre-School
Children
Aged Under 4

Baby Goes to Market by Atinuke,
illustrated by Angela Brooksbank
Mama doesn't notice that the market
sellers, charmed by Baby, give Baby five
bananas, four oranges, and many other
gifts in this gentle read-aloud sure to
make babies and their caregivers laugh
and count along.

Baby Says by John Steptoe
When Baby tries to get the attention of
an older sibling, tensions rise, but
Baby's charm prevails. Steptoe's
minimal text and warm watercolors of a
Black family exude love and support.

Chocolate Me! by
Taye Diggs, Illustrated by Shane W. Evans
A little boy is made fun of because of his curly
hair, wide nose, extra bright teeth and brown
skin. He starts to wonder why he can’t be like
the children who have straight hair and noses
or have lighter skin. He realizes he might not
have those things, but he does have cotton
candy hair, velvety fudge skin and a beautiful
smile. He is chocolate that is sweet, smooth
and beautiful.

I Am Brown by Ashok Banker,
illustrated by Sandhya Prabhat
From the languages they speak, to the
way they look; children of all shades of
brown celebrate who they are. Digital
illustrations.

Peekaboo Morning
by Rachel Isadora
A young Black child delights in playing a
game of peekaboo with loving family
members and favorite objects.

Pretty Brown Face by Andrea and
Brian Pinkney
A father celebrates the beauty of his
young son's "pretty brown face," hair,
nose and strong chin in illustrations
that convey the love and security of
the parent-child bond.

Welcome, Precious by Nikki
Grimes, illustrated by Bryan Collier
A mother and father welcome their
new baby into a world of love and
exploration of sensory delights. A
heartfelt book, especially for
families welcoming new babies.
Vivid watercolor and collage
illustrations.

Picture
Books for
Elementary
Children
Aged 4-9

A Girl Like Me by Angela Johnson,
Illustrated by Nina Crews
Poetic language describes a young girl's
desire to live her dreams, even amidst
doubts from others. Vibrant photographs
and photo collages celebrate the strength
and community of girls.

A is for Activist by Innosanto Nagara
This alphabet book highlights words
that represent themes of advocacy
and acceptance of all.

All Because You Matter by Tami
Charles, Illustrated by Bryan Collier
Through collage and watercolor paint,
a young boy's parents express the
importance of his life and the lives of
his ancestors as the boy notices
brutality against people of color.

Alma and How She Got Her Name by
Juana Martinez-Neal
A young Latinx girl wonders about her long
name. Alma Sofia Esperanza José Pura
Candela does not fit on a piece of paper.
She asks her father with a particular
concern about why it's so long. He tells the
story of how each of her names is
connected to a valued family member's
name. Through each story, Alma begins to
recognize her connection to each name
and its importance to her. The illustrations
are so welcoming and wrap the readers in
the soft brush-like images.

Amazing Grace by Mary Hoffman,
Illustrated by Caroline Binch
Grace, a young girl who loves acting
out stories, is denied the role of Peter
Pan because she is female and black.
Grace realizes that she is amazing and
that she can be anyone and do
anything she sets her heart on.

Bedtime Bonnet by Nancy Redd,
Illustrated by Nneka Meyers
A young girl whose nighttime ritual is
to put her bonnet on before bed,
realizes it's missing! She asks her
family members to help her as they
are also taking care of their hair for
the night.

Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut by
Derrick Barnes, Illustrated by Gordon C.
James
Boldly painted illustrations and lyrical
language capture the exhilarating
experience of a fresh haircut at the
barbershop that can make a young African
American boy feel like royalty.

Dreamers by Yuyi Morales
In this picture book memoir, Yuyi Morales
describes her journey with her infant son to
the United States, the magic of discovering the
public library, the resilience of love, and the
power of finding a place to belong. Lush
mixed-media illustrations invite careful
observation.

Firebird by Misty Copeland,
illustrated by Christopher Myers
In poetic language, American Ballet
Theatre soloist Misty Copeland lifts up
young dancers of color, sharing her
journey and search for belonging in
the ballet world. Vibrant mixed-media
illustrations.

Freedom Soup by Tami Charles,
illustrated by Jacqueline Alcántara
Ti Gran teaches her granddaughter
Belle how to make the traditional soup
that celebrates the Haitian Revolution.
Pencil, marker and gouache
illustrations.

Fry Bread by Kevin Noble Maillard,
illsutrated by Juana Martinez-Neal
Intergenerational family members and friends
commune together to make fry bread. While fry
bread is a food staple that is most common to
Native Americans, different kinds of families
make a diversity of versions which is outlined in
the text. Friendly and welcoming pencil drawings
full of color add a particular warmth to the gentle
feelings that blanket the words.

Hair Love by Matthew A. Cherry, illustrated by
Vashti Harrison
Based on the animated short by the same name,
the book follows Zuri's dad as he fabulously
supports her in their efforts to not only deal with
her curly, coiling hair, but in how beautiful it is! An
homage to all of the dads who help find the beauty
in their daughters. The digitally produced
illustrations match the deep feelings and
connections between the two.

I Got The Rhythm by Connie Schofield
Morrison, illustrated by Frank Morrison
A walk to the park ends in a joyous dance
as a young girl uses all her senses to find
the rhythms of her neighborhood and
community. Exuberant, painted
illustrations.

I Am Every Good Thing by Derrick Barnes,
illustrated by Gordon C. James
This resplendent book has a very important
purpose - black boy joy. It is a much-needed
evocation of black boyhood. Through a series of
present-tense “I” statements, everyday moments
are put forth in the joyous and simplest ways.
Coupled with richly textured, brightly-hued
paintings that match the emotion and joy, this is
a book that shouts, “You matter!” to the world.

I Walk With Vanessa by Kerascoët
This beautiful, spare wordless picture
book eloquently illustrates allyship
when a child befriends a girl who has
been bullied.

If Dominican Were A Color by Sili
Recio, illustrated by Brianna McCarthy
By describing the colors of the
Dominican people and island, author
Sili Recio acknowledges that each
complexion is representative of the
culture.

Lailah's Lunchbox by Reem Faruqi,
illutsrations by Lea Lyon
Lailah, a recent immigrant to the United
States, is proud to fast for Ramadan for
the first time, but is unsure of what to say
to her new classmates. Writing notes with
the librarian helps Lailah to find her voice
and confidently share her religion and
culture. Detailed watercolor illustrations.

Leila in Saffron by Rukhsanna Guidroz,
illustrations by Dinara Mirtalipova
A vibrant journey into identity, family, and
self-discovery. Leila looks in the mirror
and does not like what she sees. A visit to
her grandmother for the weekly family
dinner helps Leila explore "parts of me
that I like." A myriad of colors almost burst
from the page and illustrate all of the
tastes, smells, and sights that make up
Leila and her family.
Little Leaders by Vashti Harrison
Author and illustrator Vashti Harrison
celebrates 40 outstanding female leaders
in Black history. Harrison's uses appealing
illustrations and mini biographies to
educate readers about high profile figures
such as Oprah Winfrey and Maya Angelou.
Lesser known but equally important figures
like ballerina Raven Wilkinson and social
psychologist Mamie Phipps Clark are also
mentioned.

Mixed Me by Taye Diggs, illustrated
by Shane W. Evans
Mike, a young boy whose father is
dark skin and mother is light skin
realizes that having differences make
him who he is.

Mommy's Khimar by Jamilah
Thompkins-Bigelow
A young Muslim girl, shares how
wearing her Mommy's khimar, makes
her feel closer to her mother. Vibrant
digital illustrations.

My Hair Is A Garden by Cozbi A.
Cabrera
A young Black girl named Mack is
bullied because of her hair type and
texture. Mack turns to a neighbor for
help who compares caring for hair like
caring for a garden. Back matter
shares hair care recipes and tips for
Black hair.

Nana Akua Goes To School by Tricia
Elam Walker, illustrated by April
Harrison
Zura introduces her beloved West
African grandmother to her
classmates, and everyone learns
something about beauty and
kindness. Jewel-toned illustrations that
resemble fabric envelop the
characters.

Not Quite Snow White by Ashley
Franklin, illustrated by Ebony Glenn
Tameika is a happy and spirited child
who loves to dance, sing and perform in
front of an audience. She decides to
audition for the role of Snow White but
finds out from others that because of
her appearance, specifically her brown
skin, that she could never play the
princess. Tameika begins to doubt
herself but after listening to some
encouraging words from her mother,
Tameika auditions and through doing
what she loves begins to love herself as
she is.
Parker Looks Up by Parker Curry and
Jessica Curry, illustrated by Ebony Glenn
Parker takes a trip to the National
Portrait Gallery with her family and
friends. It’s a rainy day outside but inside
Parker spends a playful afternoon
viewing portraits of many notable figures
in U.S. history. When leaving she is
mesmerized by a painting of former first
lady Michelle Obama who she believes to
be a Queen. Brittany Jackson’s cover
illustration is derived from a viral photo
on social media showing the real Parker
Curry's captivation with Amy Sherold’s
real life portrait of the nation’s premier
African-American first lady.

Saturday by Oge Mora
When a mother and daughter's weekend
ritual goes awry, it's the daughter who
points out that just being together is
what matters most. Exuberant cut-paper
collage conveys love and warmth.

Separate Is Never Equal by Duncan
Tonatiuh
A spotlight on the overlooked story about
Sylvia Mendez and her family's efforts to
speak out against segregation in schools.
Based on the true story of a Latinx family's
fight for social justice, Duncan Tonatiuh's
incredible and profound text accompanied by
his trademark, codex-style illustrations,
speaks volumes about the oppressive history
that children encountered in schools. As her
family faces Jim Crow-like laws, readers will dig
deep into the courage exhibited and how
their perserverance resulted in fairness.

Something Happened In Our Town
by Donald Moses and Marianne Celano
This book is a good segue into hard
conversations with kids about police
shootings, racism and discrimination
through story. The dialogue is simple
enough to be understood by children but
informative and really guides them
through understanding a challenging
topic.

Sulwe by Lupita Nyong'o, illustrated by
Vashti Harrison
Sulwe, a young dark skin child notices the
differences betwen her and her family. She
is darker than her family members and kids
at school make fun of her. Sulwe tries
desperately to make her skin lighter until
she learns to appreciate her beauty after
listening to a magical tale about sisters Day
and Night.

Thank You, Omu! by Oge Mora
Oge Mora uses cut paper designs to tell
the story of Omu. “Omu” means ‘queen’ in
the Igbo language, but Omu uses it to
mean grandma in this heartwarming story
of love. Love that can be found in family,
friendship and food.

The King of Kindergarten by
Derrick Barnes, illustrated by
Vanessa Brantley-Newton

This bold and brightly illustrated
book celebrates friendship, playing
with others and enjoying the school
day.

The Night is Yours by Abdul-Razak
Zachariah, illustrated by Keturah A. Bobo
Written with a lyrical twist, Amani and her
friends are playing hide and seek in their
apartment complex in the light of the
moon. This book celebrates friendship,
skin tones and the joy of playing. An
amazing bedtime story!

The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson,
illustrated by E.B. Lewis
Two girls, one black and one white, live on
separate sides of fence. One of them starts
sitting on the fence while the other one
becomes more and more curious about why
the fence is there and about the girl who sits
there each day. One day, she takes a risk and
sits up there with the other girl. What they
find out about each other and life up on the
fence will change them. Spare and
impressionistic watercolors illustrate the
deepening bond between the two girls.

The Undefeated by Kwame
Alexander, illustrated by Kadir
Nelson
Poetic text and powerful oil-on-board
portraits celebrate African Americans
who “hurdled history and opened a
world of possible” in this Caldecott
Medal winner.

Under my Hijab by Hena Khan,
illustrated by Aaliya Jaleel
A young Muslim girl looks up to the
women in her life, admiring the
range of ways they choose to wear
their hijabs. Warm and welcoming
illustrations.
Who Will You Be? by Andrea
Pippins

A mother surrounds her child with
love as she wonders who her child
will be, and what qualities and
characteristics they may have from
the people around them. Pen and
digital illustrations.
Your Name Is A Song by Jamilah
Thompkins-Bigelow, illustrated by Luisa
Uribe

When a young dark skinned girl's
classmates have trouble pronouncing
her name; her mother teaches her that
Asian, African American, Middle Eastern
and Latinx names, including her own,
are like songs.

Books for
Middle
Grade
Children
Aged 9-13

American Born Chinese by Gene Luen
Yang
This complex graphic novel weaves
together the stories of three characters:
a Chinese-American boy who moves into
a white suburb, the legendary Monkey
King from Chinese folklore, and a white
boy with a cousin who personifies
negative Chinese stereotypes.

Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline
Woodson
In Jacqueline Woodson's memoir of
growing up, she begins to recognize her
gift for paying attention to the people and
places she loves, and her calling to be a
writer.

Harbor Me by Jacqueline Woodson
When six middle school students are given
a weekly space to talk without adults
around, they build trust and connections
while tackling complex issues from their
lives such as immigration and police
brutality.

Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur by Amy Reeder
and Brandon Montclare, illustrated by Natacha
Bustos
Lunella Lafayette is a child genius and inventor. She
lives in New York City. Lunella's best and only friend
is Devil Dinosaur, a fire breathing dinosaur who was
teleported from the past. However, Devil Dinosaur
didn't travel from past alone. It is up to Lunella to
save the world!

New Kid by Jerry Craft
This captivating graphic novel, winner of the
Newbery Medal, details the journey of Jordan
Banks, an African American 7th grader, as he
navigates his first year at a predominantly
white private school while staying true to
himself.

One Crazy Summer by Rita Williams-Garcia
In 1968 America, three young sisters travel
from Brooklyn to Oakland to spend a summer
with their mother whom they hardly know.
Delphine, Vonetta and Fern learn their mother
(indifferent to their presence) is too caught up
in the revolution and poetry to care for her
daughters. Regardless of their mother, the
sisters have an eventful summer spending time
at a Black Panther summer camp and learning
to take care of each other.

Stamped: Racism, Antiracism and
You by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X.
Kendi
Jason Reynolds translates Dr. Ibram X.
Kendi's National Book Award-winning
history of racism into language that will
help young people become aware of the
roots of racism and actively pursue antiracist acts.
The Black Friend by Frederick Joseph
Frederick Joseph takes the role of the Black
friend, pointing out to whites through
specific situations how and when they have
said hurtful things. He describes the ways in
which whites have valued intent over impact
and how that causes harm to Black,
Indigenous and People of Color. He raises
awareness and invites whites to do better.
Glossary included.

The Stars Beneath Our Feet by David
Barclay Moore
Mourning pervades 12-year-old Lolly’s
Harlem apartment after his brother is shot
outside a nightclub. Healing starts
unexpectedly when Lolly’s mom’s girlfriend
gives him large bags of Legos.

The Talk: Conversations about Race, Love and Truth
edited by Wade Hudson and Cheryl Willis Hudson
Short story collection consisting of personal stories
discussing racism, self-esteem and identity. Thirty authors
and illustrators use prose, poetry, illustrations and letters
to share varying perspectives on race with their children to
help them navigate the world as people of color and the
importance of understanding the history of racism in this
country for those who do not experience it.

It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime by
Trevor Noah
Using his signature humor to tackle
complex topics, Trevor Noah reflects on
growing up in apartheid South Africa and
his relationship with his mother in this
young reader's adaptation of his memoir.

Tristan Strong Punches A Hole in the Sky
by Kwame Mbalia
Grieving the death of his best friend, Tristan
Strong goes to live with his grandparents and
discovers a portal to the Midpass. Thus begins
an adventure with the gods and heroes of West
African and African American cultures,
challenging Tristan to believe in himself.

We Rise, We Resist, We Raise Our
Voices Edited by Wade Hudson and
Cheryl Willis Hudson
In prose, poetry, letters, and songs,
people of color offer inspiration and
advice. Varied color illustrations and
photographs.

Books for
High
Schoolers
Aged 14+

Black Enough: Stories of Being
Black in America by Ibi Zoboi
A collection of fictional stories, written by
authors of color, sharing the
multifaceted lives of black teens in
America. Themes include identity,
LGBTQIA+, immigration and culture.

Dear Justyce by Nic Stone
Quan, a Black 17-year-old, is accused of
killing a white police officer. His friend,
Justyce, a Yale pre-law student, builds a
support network to prove Quan’s
innocence. Through a series of flashbacks,
letters to Justyce, and descriptions of the
youth detention center, Quan’s story
reveals the systemic racism and cruelty of
America’s criminal justice system.

Dear Martin by Nic Stone
When 17 year old Black teen Justyce
McAllister is unfairly arrested for helping
his girlfriend that is too drunk to drive,
he writes letters to Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. for answers about society's
injustices.

March Book Series by John Lewis,
Andrew Aydin, illustrated by Nate
Powell
Activist and Congressman John Lewis
provides an intimate portrayal of the
American Civil Rights movement,
powerfully told in comic-book style
illustrations.
Shadowhouse Cypher Series by
Daniel José Older
Sierra Santiago, a young Afro
Latinx artist, spends her summer
discovering her family’s legacy of
magic. She fights off zombies,
monsters, gentrification and white
supremacists in a fight to preserve
the cultural tradition of the
Shadowshapers.

The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
After witnessing the death of a childhood
friend by the hands of a police officer,
Starr struggles with the decision of staying
silent or telling the events of that night.

This Is My America by Kim Johnson
Tracy is a teenager who begins to
understand how her Texas town’s racial past
affects its present. Tracy’s life is tragically
turned upside down when her well loved
brother suddenly is arrested for a crime she
is unsure he took part in, all while she has
been trying to get help to get her innocent
father released from jail. This is the story of
tragedy, pain and growth.

